TRIUMPH LEISURE
SOLUTIONS
Australia’s leading creative production agency

VIEW SHOWREEL

ABOUT US
TLS is an award-winning creative production agency that
has produced premium events, festivals and TV shows for
the world’s leading brands for more than a decade. TLS have
been trusted to produce the largest and most spectacular
incentive and consumer events ever hosted in Australia.
We are passionate about producing event and media
productions that are meticulously planned, professionally
executed and most importantly, deliver breath-taking
results, all at the best price.
We offer our clients the creativity and expertise of
Australia’s best producers, creatives and entertainment
personnel. By drawing on these resources and the latest
production technology we deliver world class immersive
experiences every time.
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EVENTS
World class events
on budget & on time
WE THINK BIG AND KNOW
HOW TO THRILL AN AUDIENCE
We’re highly professional and have been trusted with
the largest corporate events ever hosted in Australia.
We offer our clients the best quality production and
fast, responsive service, all at the best price.

»» Incentives

»» Awards

»» Corporate events

»» Sporting events

»» Galas

»» Festivals

»» Product launches

»» Conferences
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MEDIA
PRODUCTION
Great stories...Cutting
edge productions
TLS is your access to cutting edge HD facilities, graphics
& animations with our in-house studio & team of experts
across a variety of mediums.

»» Television shows

»» 2D motion graphics

»» Commercials &

»» 3D environments &

promotional videos
»» Scripting & creative
services
»» Video editing

animations
»» Sound design
»» Voice overs
»» Large format projection

»» Graphic design
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EXHIBITIONS
That stand out
END-TO-END EXPO & EXHIBITION PRODUCTION
»» Concept design

»» AV and furniture hire

»» Detailed project

»» Logistics

management

»» Promotional staffing

»» Hands-on build
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CASE STUDIES
We work closely with a wide range of international
companies to help them create events and productions that
are meticulously planned, professionally executed and, most
importantly, deliver breath-taking results.

RECENT OR SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS:
»» Nu Skin Greater China

»» Save Point TV - FOX8

»» Amway China

»» Vivid Ideas - Game On

»» Perfect China

»» EB Expo

»» Nu Skin SE Asia

»» Australia Day Concerts

»» Jeunesse

»» Riverbeats

»» Prudential

»» Tourism Australia

»» Amway Japan

»» Woolworths

»» Nu Skin Korea

»» ICANN

»» AIA Thailand

»» FST Media
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NU SKIN

4300 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

GREATER CHINA

WINNER
ICESAP TRAVEL
INCENTIVE
PROGRAMME
OF THE YEAR
-NU SKIN -

Sydney’s largest private
Harbour spectacular
WELCOME EVENT | SYDNEY HARBOUR
»» Water spectacular featuring speed boats, jet skis, yachts,
water skiers, jet flippers & fly boarder performers
»» Multiple LED screens, water spirals, fountains,
lasers & pyrotechnics displays
»» 60+ dance performers on a custom built 55m x 30m
floating stage with removable gangways

WORKSHOP & GALA DINNER | SYDNEY SHOWGROUNDS
»» Award-winners celebrated on a 100m wide screen with
custom animations
»» 100+ performers featuring dancers, fire twirlers, parkour
specialists and acrobatic performers
»» Special performance by world champion trampolinists
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AMWAY

OVER 10,000 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

CHINA

The largest corporate
incentive in Australia
GALA SPECTACULARS | SYDNEY SHOWGROUNDS, THE DOME
»» 7 stages with a support cast of 300+ performers featuring
dancers, acrobats, aerialists, fire performers and
musicians
»» Guests were immersed in an underwater themed
experience featuring stunning custom-built 3D renderings,
animations and visuals of coral reefs, treasure chests and
thousands of sea creatures including a life-sized whale!
»» The underwater experience was projected on a highdefinition 130m x 9m, 180 degree seamless projection
blend - the largest ever “immersion” experience for a
corporate event in Australia
»» Dedicated VIP area with beach-themed props, lifeguards
and ice sculptures
»» State-of-the-art lighting design
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incent i ves

Visit worth $42m. for NSW
Amway China’s 2011 Leadership Seminar brought the
company’s top sales distributors to New South Wales
for five days and included a tour of Sydney and a day
trip to the Hunter Valley.
Each delegate donated $20 to take part in a
charity walk across Sydney Harbour Bridge,
which raised about $170,000 for Freedom
Wheels, a joint undertaking between Amway
Australia and Technical Aid to the Disabled that
gives children with disabilities the chance to
ride customised bikes.
It is the largest incentive group to visit Sydney
this year and is estimated to have injected $42.4

8000 diners plunge
into underwater spectacle
It was a total immersion experience for Amway China
incentive visitors to Sydney, thanks to a series of themed
dinners at The Dome at Sydney Olympic Park.
With the 8149 visitors coming in waves, there
were four dinners over the course of two weeks,
and event producer Blake Harris, managing
director of Sydney’s Triumph Leisure Solutions
(TLS), decided to take the guests on an undersea
journey. TLS pitched the idea in Shanghai only
six months out.
“The seamless integration of large-scale imagery,
special effects and live performance made the
event truly special,” says Harris. “The enormous
projection canvas became the vehicle for us to
transport the audience on a journey beneath the
sea, showcasing a part of Australia not all our
international visitors experience.”
Harris says that Jason Coleman and his team at
the Ministry of Dance supported TLS’s creative
vision through the entertainment program.
A full-sensory experience, the beach and
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underwater theme was expressed in the welcome
with guests being greeted by roving performers
including lifeguards and colourful characters
portraying the historic side of Sydney beach culture.
Then there were the 750 live fish incorporated into
each table design, plus large-scale high-definition
imagery surrounding the guests, projected on
to a 180deg. seamless surface more than 130m.
wide and 9m. high – the largest ever “immersion”
experience for a corporate event in Australia.
Guests would have felt as though they were
on the ocean floor throughout the evening,
surrounded by schools of reef fish and even
the spectacle of a mother whale and its calf
swimming to meet centre-screen.
Innovative laser and special effects supported a cast
of 300 performers, including acrobats suspended
over the audience, fire dancers, an eight-year-old
piano prodigy and a Chinese pop star.
TLS engaged Alpha Events to deliver the table
designs, from a custom-built, LED-lit long

Convention & Incentive Marketing, February 2011

www.cimmagazine.com

More than 14,000 starfish and 1500 shells were
incorporated into the theme, and these could be
taken as mementos by the VIP guests.
Amway China chose a four-course meal
showcasing seafood, all served to the guests
within an hour. Each guest received a specially
designed program and menu prepared by TLS
and translated into Mandarin as few of the
guests spoke English.
Involved in the event were more than 100
production crew members and 10 semi-trailers of
gear, making it one of the largest corporate events in
Sydney. It’s success has led to future collaborations
being discussed by TLS and Amway China.
● TLS,

Hunter Valley Events managed the program in
its territory, with four wineries (Calais, Hope,
Lindemans and Wyndham Estates) hosting
the visitors. Also involved were such food
suppliers, indigenous performers and artists,
and entertainers.

Blake Harri
s (le
Jason Colem ft) and
an.

A Sustainable Choice

Plus now you can earn Double
Hilton HHonors Event Bonus
Points when you book a new
event with us before the 31st
March 2011.

For every meeting and event held at Hilton Sydney, we will
pay to offset the carbon emissions generated by the use of
our meeting room and the production of the food consumed.

With the Hilton HHonors Event
Bonus program you will be
rewarded with hotel points,
airline miles or event credits.

And we will do this at no additional cost to you!
www.hilton.com/australasia.carbonoffset

Not already a member, simply
join today.

For an ‘environmentally friendly proposal call us on (02) 9266 2080
or email sydney@hilton.com

www.hiltonHHonors.com/eventbonus

table seating 120 VIP guests to the fish-bowl
centrepieces.
To ensure the fish were healthy and active
throughout the 21 days, a live-fish expert was
engaged, dubbed the “fish wrangler” by the team.

million into the New South Wales economy.
It was the second time Amway China has
picked Sydney as its incentive destination.
Business Events Sydney won the right to host
the incentive in collaboration with Tourism
Australia and the Sydney business events
industry.

www.tlsolutions.com.au
www.cimmagazine.com
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PERFECT
CHINA

3,500 PAX | SYDNEY
4,500 PAX | MELBOURNE

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

Melbourne’s largest
corporate incentive event
TLS WENT
ABOVE AND BEYOND TO
CATER FOR THE GROUP’S
SPECIAL REQUESTS AND
LARGE GROUP SIZE ANYTHING WAS
POSSIBLE!

CONFERENCE | SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
& DARLING HARBOUR
»» Group photo with 65m Perfect China branded banner
»» Spectacular water show with jet skiers, flippers, water
skiers and boats
»» Amazing presidential reveal with luxury speedboat and
red-carpet entrances

GALA DINNERS | INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
CENTRE SYDNEY & MELBOURNE CONVENTION CENTRE
»» Over 1000 dancers and roving performers over 5 stages
»» Over 10,000x meals served to delegates in 90 minutes
»» On-screen graphics, aerialists, lasers, lighting, special FX
– and a live horse!
»» Custom built stage with hidden inbuilt platform for
amazing singer entrance
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MELBOURNE
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SYDNEY
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GREATER CHINA

300 PAX | MELBOURNE

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

SHOWCASE

There’s Nothing
Like Australia
GALA DINNER | PENINSULA BALLROOM, DOCKLANDS
»» Custom stage set incorporating innovative vision showcasing
unique artwork of Australian landscapes, wildlife and culture
»» Contemporary and innovative world-class entertainment
delivered by 75 performances synchronised to stunning
multi-layered AV, lighting design by Ziggy Ziegler and amazing
special FX
»» Programme of entertainment included:
»» A flamboyant welcome spoken in Chinese and English by
Australia’s Greatest Showman
»» Fashionista – celebrating Melbourne’s fashion credentials
with amazing costume design and dynamic live
performance
»» Living Opera – stunning visuals projection mapped onto a
custom gown worn by Kate Amos, Australia’s most highly
sought-after young soprano
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»» Pacific Gold – primal contemporary dancing and acrobatic
performance including aerial artists, pyrotechnics and
showers of blue confetti
»» Memorable full ensemble finale show with performers on
stage and amongst guest tables
»» Premium Australian cuisine and wines showcasing Australia’s
best produce

BUSINESS SESSION | SHOWTIME EVENTS CENTRE
»» Opening ceremony with a contemporary welcome performance
by leading Australian Indigenous dancers to the track Dreamtime
Encore
»» Event management and delivery of one on one business sessions
designed to promote networking between 60 Chinese travel
agents, corporate decision makers and media with 47 of Australia’s
best incentive products, venues and destinations
»» Live art demonstration featuring one of Melbourne’s leading
creative and graffiti artists creating a mural of Australian
landmarks, creatures and icons whilst guest network and enjoy the
finest Australian cuisine during lunch, morning and afternoon tea  
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NU SKIN

1,660 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

SOUTH-EAST ASIA

Gatsby Mansion
Gala Spectacular
BUSINESS CONFERENCE | SYDNEY TOWN HALL
»» Cutting edge production and lighting to enhance the
architectural aesthetic
»» Exciting welcome to country performance by indigenous
performers

GALA DINNER | INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE
SYDNEY GRAND BALLROOM
»» ICC transformed into a Gatsby themed 1920s mansion with
triple-tiered 25m x 5m stage, gold satin draping, art deco prints,
cascading balloon features and authentic Rolls Royce automobiles
»» Stunning pre gala entertainment featuring 1920s styled flapper
girls, jazz musicians, fortune tellers, paparazzi and photo stations
»» Vibrant gala performances by 50+ costumed dancers,
vocalists and aerialists on the triple-tiered stage
»» State-of-the-art lighting design
»» Dramatic pyrotechnics display
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JEUNESSE

6,600 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

Illuminate Sydney
- Inspired by Vivid
GALA DINNERS | SYDNEY OLYMPIC PARK DOME
»» The Dome transformed into a Vivid Festival inspired gala
spectacular for over 6,600 guests across two nights
»» World-class entertainment featuring over 50 themed
dancers, vocalists and aerialists managed by Australia’s
most renowned choreographer, Jason Coleman
»» Special performances by prominent Australian entertainers:
»» Briden Starr - Miss Universe Australia Runner Up
»» Josh Williams – Platinum selling R&B recording artist and
hip-hop dancer
»» Sarah C – Singer/songwriter and Melbourne’s “Soul Diva”
»» Cutting edge production, stunning on-screen visuals and
custom motion graphics presented across a 70m wide screen
»» State-of-the-art lighting by one of Australia’s top designers,
Ziggy Zeigler
»» Performances and presentations held across a 18m x 5m
two-tiered stage with 4 satellite stages
»» Special DJ dance party show with a dramatic pyrotechnics finale
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PRUDENTIAL

OVER 2,000 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

Stunning Sydney
Harbour Welcome Event
WELCOME AND GROUP PHOTO | SYDNEY DARLING HARBOUR
»» Water spectacular with speed boats, jet skis, water skiers,
LED fly boarders and fire performers
»» Custom designed floating stage with integrated
LED displays
»» VIP grand entrance on branded yachts
»» Unique Australian entertainment by indigenous performers
and roving dancers
»» Spectacular pyrotechnics display over Darling Harbour

GALA DINNER | INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE
SYDNEY GRAND BALLROOM
»» Custom digital projections on 60m long multi-blend screen
with state-of-the-art lighting displays
»» Special performance by Hong Kong superstar
Kenny Bee
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AMWAY
JAPAN

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

280 PAX | MELBOURNE

Diamond Club Exclusive
Melbourne Experience
VIP EVENTS | DINNER BY HESTON & LEVANTINE HILL
»» Gourmet masterclass at award-winning Dinner by Heston
»» VIP helicopter ride to exclusive lunch in the Yarra Valley

WELCOME EVENT | MARGARET COURT ARENA
»» Hamptons inspired welcome party with chic all-white dress code,
decorations & performers on 4 satellite stages
»» Roving and feature dance performances by Ministry of Dance,
choreographed by Jason Coleman
»» Performance by famous Australian singer Zoe Badwi

CONFERENCE & GALA BANQUET | PENINSULA A, ATLANTIC GROUP
»» Spectacular Victoria’s Secret inspired fashion parade
featuring dance performances by Ministry of Dance
»» Custom 20m catwalk, in-built strip lighting and stunning LED
screens (2mm pitch)
»» Performance by famous Australian singer Anthony Callea
ê
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THANKS FOR
DELIVERING ONE OF THE
BEST EVENTS FOR
AMWAY JAPAN
Chief Sales Officer,
Amway Japan
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NU SKIN
KOREA

1,000 PAX | SYDNEY
550 PAX | GOLD COAST

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

Icons & Superstars
CONFERENCES & VIP EVENT | SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE,
SYDNEY TOWN HALL & THE STAR THEATRE, GOLD COAST
»» Group photo taken on the iconic Sydney Opera House steps
»» Seamless event delivery of dynamic business conferences
»» Spectacular unique performances by opera singers and
dancers
»» Musical performance on the iconic Sydney Town Hall Organ

WELCOME & GALA DINNERS | INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION CENTRE SYDNEY & THE STAR
BALLROOM, GOLD COAST
»» Famous Korean comedian gala dinner host
»» Best dressed competitions, roving performers, dance
party finale and group photo
»» HD and multi-blend projection screens with custom
motion graphics displays
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SYDNEY
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GOLD COAST
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AIA

1,100 PAX | GOLD COAST

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

THAILAND

Super Heroes
& Movie Stars
TLS DELIVERED
EXCEPTIONAL EVENTS...
WE LOOK FORWARD TO
WORKING WITH YOU AGAIN
IN THE FUTURE
Manager – Events Planning
Department, AIA Thailand

BUSINESS CONFERENCE | THE STAR THEATRE
»» Roving actors as famous stars and superheroes providing
once-in-a-lifetime photo opportunities
»» Holographic projections & performers featured in
conference presentations
»» Stunning Presidential holographic reveal
»» Cutting edge on-screen motion graphics and 3D elements
»» Dancers, acrobats, aerialists & extravagant fireworks
displays

GALA DINNER | MOVIE WORLD
»» Super Hero themed Gala dinner with themed
performances
»» Presidential entrance via Batmobile
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SAVE POINT TV

50+ EPISODES | FOX8

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

FOX 8

Interactive Gaming
& Pop Culture TV Show
»» 50 episodes filmed in Australia & the US over 5 years
»» Aired on ONEHD, Fox8, Foxtel Go & Xbox Live
»» Produced entirely in-house by TLS
»» Save Point covered major events including the E3
exhibition in L.A
»» Exceptional production and dynamic motion graphics
»» Studio and on location filming
»» International special guests and celebrity appearances
»» Major publishers sponsored Save Point to promote their
latest products
»» Clients included: Warner Bros., Disney, Activision, EA
games, Ubisoft, Bethesda, Nintendo, Plantronics,
Playstation and many more
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VIVID IDEAS

4,000 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

GAME ON

Vivid Ideas Mega
Showcase
ONLINE VIDEO & INTERACTIVE GAMES SHOWCASE |
AUSTRALIAN TECHNOLOGY PARK
»» 50 celebrity Youtube creators from around the world
»» Transformed the ATP into an immersive playground with
Interactive displays
»» Themed zones
»» Amazing performances
»» Created content seen by millions
»» Fantastic workshop program (keynote & panels)
»» 70 industry trailblazers & luminaries
»» 26 exhibitors
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EB EXPO

36,000 PAX | SYDNEY 		
GOLD COAST

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

Australia’s Biggest
Interactive Gaming Expo
SYDNEY SHOWGROUNDS | GOLD COAST CONVENTION
& EXHIBITION CENTRE
»» TLS evolved the store managers’ conference into a 3 day
consumer expo
»» TLS produced and event managed entire expo and
delivered all production
»» Created, owned & managed Home Grown Gaming
showcasing independent developers, e-sport and cosplay
»» Engaged and delivered activations for sponsors including
Australian Defence force, Screen NSW, Fox 8, RedBull,
Foxtel, Mattel
»» Designed and delivered dozens of stands for Disney,
Warner Bros., EA Games and many more
»» Filmed episodes for Save Point TV
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AUSTRALIA DAY

OVER 40,000 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

CONCERTS

Mega Australia Day
Music Spectaculars
»» TLS has delivered more than 25 major Australia Day
concerts for audiences numbered in the tens of
thousands
»» Production, artists & entertainment management
»» VIP areas & catering
»» Video production, multi camera shoots, LED screens &
highlight packages

FEATURE PERFORMANCES BY ICONIC ARTISTS:
»» Jessica Mauboy

»» Ash Grunwald

»» Guy Sebastian

»» Tim Freedman

»» Spiderbait

»» Justice Crew

»» Thirsty Merc
»» Hoodoo Gurus
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RIVERBEATS

8,000+ PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

Annual Music
& Cultural Festival
FESTIVAL | PARRAMATTA RIVER
»» On water entertainment and orchestrated light, vision and
sound spectacular
»» Featured performances by internationally acclaimed artists
including Decoder Ring, Coda and many more
»» Stunning artistic display by famous Japanese artist
Motomichi Nakamura
»» Creative narrative performances celebrating art, culture &
the environment
»» Multiple stages and projection canvasses
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TOURISM AUSTRALIA

OVER 200 PAX | SYDNEY

VIEW HIGHLIGHTS

DREAMTIME

Showcasing
Sydney’s Best
WELCOME EVENT | SYDNEY HARBOUR
»» A unique welcome event for international delegates from 14
countries showcasing NSW
»» Hosted by Jason Coleman, Australia’s Got Talent winner, with
performances from Jack Vidgeon & legendary indigenous
performer Goomblar Wylo
»» The best produce from NSW presented by Kobe Jones
»» Roving entertainers, giant media spheres & multimedia
projections
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WOOLWORTHS

5,000+ PAX | SYDNEY

Australia’s Biggest
Retailer Relaunch Event
»» TLS created and produced the relaunch of the iconic
Woolworths brand
»» Spectacular theatrical reveal via kabuki drop of 24m semitrailer branded with the new Woolworths logo
»» Dynamic integrated light & sound show
»» Custom content presented across large screens and media
spheres
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ICAAN

2,000 PAX | SYDNEY

25th International
Conference
»» Participation & interaction from VIPs and international
guests located in over 30 countries from around the world
»» TLS delivered all technical production for this cutting edge 10
day conference
»» Filming and recording of all streams
»» Seamless live international video linking, streaming,
interpretation & transcribing of content
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FST MEDIA

600 PAX | SYDNEY

Asia’s Most Successful
Technology & Financial
Services Conferences
»» Event management of multiple conferences held in Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Auckland and Singapore
»» TLS produced content and provided all technical production
»» End to end exhibition management for 30+ exhibitors
»» On-screen content and event highlights
»» Filmed interviews & produced webcasts for banking clients
such as Ubank, ING & St. George Bank
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1A, 1-5 Railway Avenue
Wahroonga, NSW, 2076
p. +61 (2) 9114 9000
e. info@tlsolutions.com.au
tlsolutions.com.au

THANK
YOU

TLS COPYRIGHT © 2018 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED · This document has been produced by Triumph Leisure
Solutions Pty Ltd & is their sole and exclusive property and to whom this concept must be returned to forthwith
upon demand. The reciept by you of this concept shall be evidence of your acceptance of these conditions.

